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Speaker Introduction

Windfall Overview
Based in San Francisco, Windfall Data, Inc. is
on a mission to help data-driven nonproﬁt
organizations more eﬀectively engage with
aﬄuent donors through the most reliable
and accurate data set focused on net worth.

Dan Stevens
Windfall
Co-Founder, VP Business Development
dan@windfalldata.com

For more information visit www.windfalldata.com
⬩

14.1M+

500+

aﬄuent households

nonproﬁt customers

28.5M

$57T+

individuals with
net worth >$1M+

of aggregate net
worth in dataset

Overview of Today’s Session
Prospect Research and/or Development Professionals that want to use data
and technology to accelerate organizational objectives and fundraising goals.

Target Audience:

What You Will Learn:
■

Broad issues with data solutions today

■

Principles of data and the 4 V’s of Big Data

■

Breaking down speciﬁc source data and why
compiling data is really hard

■

Windfall’s unique approach and how nonproﬁts
use its rich, accurate data within Neon CRM

⬩

What You Won’t Learn:
■

Principles of data science (we have a future
webinar on this!)

■

Every single data source and why it’s not easy
to combine with other sources -- limited time!

The Problem with Existing Consumer Data Solutions
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Legacy data vendors are
less than 50% accurate

Why Legacy Solutions Miss the Mark
Legacy data vendors are built on
survey & census data (or they are
just data aggregators!)

Jane Doe

Legacy Data Vendor

Reality

Gender

Female

Female

✔

Home Value

$350K

$375K

✔

Type of Home

Condo

Condo

✔

$500K - $1MM

$8.2MM

✖

Owner

CEO

✔

Political Party

Independent

Republican

✖

Marital Status

Single

Married

✖

Age

25-34

41

✖

Net Worth
Occupation
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Data is refreshed infrequently
(annual or quarterly)

Billions of dollars are wasted due
to inaccurate data sources

Why Wealth Data is Super Hard

Breaking Down the Data -- Not That Easy...

Historically, while there has been a plethora of data -- processing it is extremely challenging:

Volume

Variety

Velocity

Veracity

Scale of data: there is a
ton of historical data

Diﬀerent forms of data:
structured vs. unstructured

Speed of data: how quick
you can take action

Uncertainty of data: is this
clean data? accurate?

To make this clear, we will look at a few data sources and some of the challenges with
each one: (1) real estate (2) plane ownership and (3) SEC data
www.windfalldata.com ⬩
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Real Estate: Non-Disclosure States
Non-Disclosure States Relative Sizes
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■

Non Disclosure states are where
you cannot get the last sale price
for the property

■

Valuing that property or any
surrounding property becomes
incredibly diﬃcult
➥ Where are the comps?!

■

You need to become clever with
public records, averages,
medians, and MLS data to
determine how to come up with
an appropriate valuation
➥ FOR EACH COUNTY
IN EACH STATE!

Real Estate: Zillow Isn’t That Great

Especially for High End Properties
■

Automated valuation models
(AVM) are super tricky -- this is
your “Zestimate”

■

Do they make a ton of sense?
➥ Yes...and no

■

When Zillow is way oﬀ on the
high-end, it’s really oﬀ!

■

This property is deﬁnitely not
worth almost ~$100MM!
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Real Estate: California & NYC -- Argh!
California: Prop 13
■

When you purchase a property, the amount is
disclosed but the assessor can only increase it
by 2% a year!
➥ Problematic in places like San Francisco,
Hollywood, etc.

■

Current assessor records or tax recorders may
or may not be helpful in things like AVMs

NYC: Vanity Addresses or Lack of Units
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■

Not all addresses in NYC are actually their real
address according to city hall (what!)

■

Many times public records not available on
each unit

Plane Ownership: A Good Signal, But Complex...

Everyone wants to understand Plane Owners,
but the FAA’s data is complex
■

■

Each aircraft has a serial number and details
about the owners, but this includes:
○

Individual

○

Corporations

○

LLCs

○

Partnerships

○

...and Co-owned Planes

How do you untangle this to make sense of it?
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A Simple But Complex Plane Ownership Example
1

The plane is owned by an
LLC, do you throw it away?
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2

This is a residential address, so
perhaps we should dig deeper

3

Well you have to look
at Secretary of State
data...

SEC Data: Matching to the Right Person?

■

Since registering at the oﬃce of Zendesk, it is
really diﬃcult to match this to the “right”
household

■

You need to verify with other sources
otherwise, you would assign this wealth to a
diﬀerent person
➥ Fuzzy matching needs to be done with
great care!
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SEC Data: The Fund or the Person?
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■

Matrix Partners led the Series A ﬁnancing
for Zendesk

■

Dana has both individual shares (as a
Director) as well as the ﬁduciary for Matrix

Recap: Wealth Data is Really Hard!

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
■

Most data vendors today miss the mark, extrapolating data is dangerous

■

Even with all of the tools out there, amassing and understanding this data is
incredibly complicated

■

Each “source” of data actually has many interesting and diﬃcult challenges
that you need to discover
➥ NOTE: We only covered some of the issues!
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Introduction to Windfall

●
●
●

Large stats
Statement of what we provide
How we help brands and the use cases associated
with it

Our vision is to change the way that
organizations understand and
engage aﬄuent donors.

Windfall Empowers Nonproﬁts with Accurate Data

Identify

Understand

Engage

Find your wealthiest donors and
prospects to prioritize your overall
development workﬂow

Segment your existing donors and
prospects to help convert
“hidden gems”

Either based on levels of wealth or
Windfall’s triggers, ﬁgure out your
engagement strategy

www.windfalldata.com ⬩
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The Science Behind Windfall
14.1+ million
HNW Households

500+
Nonproﬁt Customers

Household level data built on deterministic sources
with a focus on net worth
Rebuilt and refreshed on a weekly basis
Precised net worth data with granularity that is
accurate

www.windfalldata.com ⬩
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$57+ Trillion
Wealth Tracked

30+
Attributes

Windfall + Neon CRM vs. Traditional Wealth Screening

+

Traditional Wealth Screening:

✔

Focus on net worth for US households,
especially for the aﬄuent ($1MM+)

✖

Underlying data is limited to a zip+4 and
relies heavily on survey and census data

✔

Modeled at a household level based on
deterministic inputs

✖

✔

Precise net worth estimates that do not
cap out at an upper limit or have broad
ranges

Most net worth estimates come in ranges
and are capped at a certain ﬁgure (i.e. not
precise ﬁgures)

✖

The data is refreshed infrequently leading
to fairly stale data that may miss wealth
creation / destruction events

✖

Chicken or egg problem of prioritizing
which prospects before they’re screened

✔
✔

Data is automatically refreshed biweekly
within Neon CRM
Not priced by the record, allows for
unlimited refreshes of your entire
constituent base
⬩

Case Study: The Ulman Foundation

“We’re really excited to take advantage of this new
integration.
“Having current wealth indicators helps us target our
eﬀorts and customize our communications. The integrated
oﬀerings will save us time on importing and exporting data,
and we can't wait to use the new philanthropic focus
indicators to further focus our eﬀorts."

Katie Norton
Senior Director of External Relations at
the Ulman Foundation
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Customer Testimonials
“We have used the wealth data screening to
select top candidates for a solicitation. Using
net worth alone, we were able to double the
national average for response rate...

Larry Aubrey
Director of Development
UDS Foundation

...The unlimited records model allows us to
screen ticket buyers as well.”

Laura St. Onge
Director Of Development
Thanksgiving Point
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“We conducted our ﬁrst wealth screening with
Windfall prior to a capital campaign. The
screening revealed multiple "hidden gems" -long time donors with the capacity to give far
more.
During the subsequent capital campaign
many of these donors gave larger donations,
including one which went from $250 per year
to a $50,000 capital campaign donation.”

